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**CONTACT**

**decider.track** is a software platform and a powerful tool to anticipate and prevent risks & threats, whether terrorist or criminal, available to police forces and intelligence agencies. Based on the Co-Mining® technology, already applied to financial risk, this software platform locates and captures micro-risks undetectable by conventional systems due to their low statistical significance. With its Cyber_Trackers (nicknamed "d.t."), decider.track ensures a permanent watch over the weakest risk signals. It selects and aggregates them in real time to provide Police and Intelligence analysts with an anticipatory, very accurate and dynamic picture of all risks and threats, "making the invisible visible".

**Co-Mining® technology** already applied to financial risk enables to rationalize thousands of microelements from heterogeneous users, indicators and information sources.

A very accurate and dynamic picture of all risks and threats, available through a set of interfaces.

**SPATIOTEMPORAL RISK MAPS**

"Under the control of their users, the d.ts cognitively aggregate all the micro-threats and draw causal links between them. These causal links build up decisional tracks which reproduce those of the investigators", says Dr. Martine Naillon, founder of this technology. The approach creates a spatiotemporal and cognitive mapping of the risks for a State or a group of countries. The maps are available through different dynamic dashboards supplying globally and locally the risky pieces of information and their logical links across time.
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